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The sixtieth year of the Great October Socialist
Bevoiution will command a special place in the hisnew
i"r" "f the Soviet Union. It is the year of the
has
that
all
reflects
which
USSR,
the
of
Loistli"tio"
been achieved by the revolutionary transforming
activity of the Paity and the people since the victory
of-O"Lt"" and giies a cleai perspective of further
communist construction.
The new Fundamental Law of the USSR is a
,"rrtr of the creative endeavour of great masses of
ihe wotki"g people. It embodies their experience'
a"d witt, their concern for the prosperity
knowledge
"socialist Motherland, for the growth of its
of th"i"
international
--Th;_';ilt Prestige'
Leninl defining the basic- principles of
the socialist state, said that its conof
conskultion
rtit"tio" "embodies what experience has already
gir"n, and will be corrected and supplemented as
Vol' 28,
it ir b"itg put into effect" (Co11. Works,
o. 36). The main thing that life has given our peoforty years th-at have passed
;i" il the more than
the previous Soviet Constituof
adoption
the
iince
tion is the building of a developed socialist society'
the creation of the world's first state of the whole
people.

I
A developed socialist society is a natural stage in
the socio-economic maturing of the new system in
the framework of the first phase of the communist
formation. This, to use Lenin's words, is the fully
established socialism from which the gradual transil
tion to communism begins. This is precisely the stage
in the development of socialism that has been acfii-

eved in our country.
When the Marxist-Leninist classics, lifting the
curtain of time, charted the contours of socialism
and communism they wele extremely careful. Not a
grain of utopia. No flights of fantasy. Only what
could be scientifically proved: the basic trends of
development, the main, fundamental characteristics.
Theoretically it was clear that the transition from
capitalism to communism would embrace a long
historical period, that the new society would risE
from one stage of maturity to the next. But no one
could tell in advance what concretely these stages
would be. Engels wrote that the question of the
stages of transition to communist society "is the
most difficult of any that exist. . ." r
Lenin, the Communists of Russia were the first
who had to answer that question. It is understandable that Lenin's attention was focused mainly on
the immediate tasks of that period, on creating the
foundations of the new social system. But ginius
always anticipates its age. Already at the dawn of
Soviet power Lenin spoke of "accomplished", "f.ull"
I Letter to Konrad Schmidt. Ztirich, July 1,
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and "developed" socialism as the p-erspective' the
had been
,."f oi- the' socialist construction thatthat
formed
i."".fr"a. lt was these ideas of Lenin's
;h; b;;i; of the conception of developedthesocialist
CPSU
by the ctllective efforts of
ro.i"iv
""otved
fraternal
other
and
Parties.
- it experience of
tt e USSR, of other countries
"
testifies to the fact that
community
of the ,o"iulitt
ilyi;; the-iou"dutions of socialism, that is, abolishclasses and establishing public
ti"- ;tloiting
i;;
-means
-#nership
of, production in all sectors
of tt
of tn" national "economy, does not yet make it posiibl" to launch the direct transition to communism'
Before this certain stages in the development of
socialism on its own baiis must be traversed' Morel"Lt, pru"tice has shown that the development' the
of socialism is a task no less complex'
""ri""[i"o
;;
l"* iesponsible than the laying of its foundations.

It is self-evident that a mature socialist society
rest on high|y deueloped ptoductiue lotces' on
must
-iiiruertul. af,uaiced industry, on a large-scale'
iiinty mechanised agriculture built on collectiuist

iiiiii"t"t. Such todai is the Soviet economy which,
fun[;ih ;" scale and technical capability, differs ago'
decades
four
had
we
what
from
damentally
*h", to.iulist production relations had already pre-

in town and countrY'
vailed
-in this
period the grois social product increased
the power-to-han ratio in industry- -neryly
f8-fotd,.and
more than 15-fold' Our
in agriculture
8-fold,
-is inconceivable
without nuclear
today
;;;;y
Dower. Llectronics, computers, transistors and many
tther industries that in 7936 we did not possess'
TLe share of the industries determining technological

t
&

:
;j

progress and economic efficiency

in the total volume

of industrial output has more than tripled.
In the initial stages of socialist construction Soviet
people had to concentrate their resources and efforts
on the most urgent tasks, on things that the very
existence of our state depended on. Today, in thL
conditions of developed socialism, on the basis of

the constant growth of the whole national economy,
the combination of the scientific and technologicil
revolution with the advantages of the socialist organisation of society, it has been possible to achieve
a perceptible swing of the economy towards ever
fuller satisfaction of the people's many and diverse
material and cultural requirements. In other words,
the supreme goal of socialist production today is
becoming directly 'central to the Party's prac[ical
policy. The historical advantages of socialiim as a
mode of production and way of life, its genuinely
humane essence are thus more fully and dramatically
revealed.
The Souiet people's matefial and spiritual

lite has
tisen to a new, incomparably highet leuel. Their
real incomes have increased more than S-fold in
comparison with 1936. The general culture and education of the Soviet person, who, not for nothing, is
known as "the world's biggest read,e{', have iubstantially increased. Nearly ten million people-over
seven times more than 40 years ago-are at present
studying in our higher and specialised sectndary
schools; the transition to universal secondary education has been accomplished in the main. The
labour of industrial and agricultural workers, of all

Soviet people has become more creative and meaningful. Several generations of working people have
already grown up and been nurtured in tlre spirit
8

of collectivism and comradely mutual assistance in
the conditions of victorious socialism, never having
experienced the oppressive, traumatic atmosphere-of

The scientific - materialist
world-lview has become firmly established in the
social consciousness.
At the stage of developed socialism, as our expe*
rience has s6own, there is a considerable rise in the
leuel oI socialisation oI the economy and a steady
drawing together oI state (the whoLe people's) and
collect{ue larm-cooperatiue lorms ol socialist ptopefiy. In recent years this has been actively Promotid by the Paity's line of deepening specialisation and concentration of agricultural production on
the basis of interfarm cooperation and agro-industrial integration, a line developing the ideas of
Lenin's cooperative plan in their application to -present-day conditions. More than 7,000 interfarm
organisations and amalgamations set--up by- the
joint efforts of state enterprises and collective farms
are functioning in the country today. This is a new
in our socio-economic- practice.
phenomenon
' Ptotound changes
haue also taken place in the
social structure of Souiet society. The Soviet working class, which is its leading force, today t-otals
m6re than 70 million people, or two-thirds of the
gainfully employed population (whereas in 1936 it
was only one-third). The workers' social activity
and political maturity, their participation in governm"nf are constantly growing' The proportion of
workers among deputies of the Soviets at all levels
has increased five-fold over the past forty years
and now stands at more lhan 42 per cent. Their general educational and professional training is constantly improving. Today 73.2 per cent of workers

an- exploitative so"lety.

2-95I

have a higher or secondary (not less than -eight
years) education, whereas forty years,ago the figure

worker
*ut i"tt than eight per cent. A productionphysical
of a new type,-hainoniously combining

and mental work, is growing up in the conditions of
developed socialism and under the influence of the
scientific and technological revolution.

Our collective farm peasantry has also changed
considerably. In social itatus it is coming steadily
closer to thL working class and its educational level
and way of life now diff"r little from those of the
urban f,opulation. A collectivist psychology, a high
ideologicil level and dedication to the cause of socialism and communism are the characteristic features of today's peasant, born and brought up in the
collective farm.
Our intelligentsia, replenished mainly by workers
and peasantsi gives all its creative energy to the
building of the new society. This is the fastest groying corltingent of the Soviet working- -people. The
pa-st four decades have seen a 34-f.old increase in
ihe number of people with a higher or spe-cialised
secondary educalion in industry, and a 47-f.old in'
crease in agriculture.
Socialism has developed in Soviet people a sense
of being the true masters of their country, it has
fostered in them an urge to master the Leninist
science and art of managing all social life on socialist principles. The broad masses of the working
peoile halve become an unfailing source of the formation of socialist cadres. These are people who
organically combine party spirit and thorough knowleige, keen political awareness and a well-developed
feel"ing for [he new, an ability to assess their own

activities critically and listen attentively to the voice

of the masses.

In the process of building developed socialism the
social basis of the socialist system in our country
has expanded. The alliance of the working class
and the collective farm peasantry has developed in
the solid political and ideological unity of these
classes with the people's intelligentsia, which has
now fully adopted the positions of socialism. The
unbreakable alliance of workers, peasants and intellectuals, of all who are engaged in either physical
or mental labour, is the prime source and guarantee
of further success in communist construction.
The lormation of a historically new sociaL and
international community-the Souiet people-has
become an important symbol of developed socialism in our country, an indicator of the growing
homogeneity of Soviet society, the triumph of the
nationalities policy of the CPSU. This means that
the common features of Soviet people's behaviour,
character and world-view which do not depend on
social and national distinctions are gradually assuming decisive importance in our country.
Thanks to the convergence of the diverse forms
of socialist property, the gradual obliteration of any
essential distinctions between town and country,
between mental and physical labour, and adoption
by all working people of the ideological and political positions of the working class, the interests and
goals, the social ideals and psychology of all strata
of the population have drawn closer together than
ever before. On this basis substantial changes have
also occurred in the political system. Essentially
they consist in the grouting of the state ol the dicta1l

all
torchip oI the ptoletariat into a socialist state ol
people.
the
---Sti"t'"t"
processes that led ourParty
the objective
"that
deueloped socialism has now
to th"-"o".1usion
that is to sav, a degre-e' a
ussR,
the
in
i"ii-o"ii
has. been
tiii"-in the maturing of the new society
ot
totality
the
of
iiched when the rcpatterning p-rinciples
collec{iuist
the
on
iiiiii retotions
-intrin'
ttiiity-inherent in socialism is completed' Full scope
for the
i;; ti" functioning of the laws ofinsocialism'
of
spheres
all
advantages
Its
of
riu"-iGtrtiot
ri"i"r iit", the organic integiity and dynamism of

and indes;t;;"i"i'system,-its politiial stabilitvmajor
distin-

iructible inthnsic unity--such are the
the developed-socialist society'
ilirhlrs features ofthat
distribution
it stand"s to reason
-t"uou the principle ofeven
at this
holdsstill
sood
io
;;;;aG
It*"-"i"trr" d"u"lop-ent of the new system' and
continue to do so for some time'
wili
-W;-t;;."ed
from the fact that cognition and use
offered by develope{ s.99ia1opportunities
if,"
of ,fi
-il
siilultaneously, transition to the building
ir*
oT--.o**""ism. In other words, the dialectics of
development are such that as the mature socialist
society perfects itself it gradually Sr.91t into a comdivide these two
;;ri;l iociety. It is impossible to them'
oro""rr"t, to draw a line between

'- W;;;; profoundly

convinced that no matter what

tili ipecini conditiins in the countries buiLding soiiititi* may be, the stage of its- pertection on its ownis
iiiit, ti""stage of mlature, deueloped.socialism
a
tiii--itin"tl"t [ink betuteen social transtormations'
toad
on
the
i"lrliiai bng period of deuelopment
stands to reason
liii "rbuoliim to communism' It will
be embodied
ifrri tfrii

necessity, this regularity

in their own

'v{ray

in the conditions of the various

socialist countries.

In the USSR the task of building a suitable material and technical basis for developed socialism had
to be accomplished after the foundations of the new

system had been laid. Evidently this if F" common
countries that initiate socialist transformations with a weak or medium developed economy'
In countries that by the time their socialist revolution is victorious *ill hurr" highly developed produc-

rlad for all

iive fot.es, the position will,-of course,.-be different
in many ways. But even they, undoubtedly, will have
to solve sucir complex problems of building and perfecting mature soiialism as, for example, mastering
the d"ifficult science of organising all social life
on socialist principles, including the science of economic planning and management, the bringing together of all classes and social groups on the basis
of the socialist interests and communist ideals of
the working class, fostering the socialist consciousness, perfeJting and developing $ocialist statehood
and democracy.

II
Socialist demouacy

is one of the world-historic

gains of the Great Oitober. Democracy has revealed
ftself for the first time in its true meaning, that is,
as the po$/er of the people' For the first time real
civil and political equality of rights has been won
by those who nerer experienced it under- any exploititive system-the working people. For the first time
the principles of democracy have been extended to
18

all spheres of the life of society, including its basis
-production
-O.-o."u.v,relations.
which is natural and necessary- in the
conditions of socialism, is not something that - is
fixed and static in its forms, functions and manifes-

lJ;r;- it

develops as society develoqs as a whole'

ii-ir p"t.iUle, of course, to asiess the level of devel-a
op*"itt of socialist democracy only if one has
ciear criterion for doing so. Man<ists-Leninists have
socialism, Lenin observed'
iu"i,
j'for a t"iterion. Under
of civilised society'
history
the first time in the
rise to taking an
population
will
the
of
iass
tii

iidnp"nd"nt part,-n6t only in voting and elections'
the state"
iit Zito in tie eueryday idministration ol
for
remains
and.
was
ttris
pp.
487-48a).
is,
Ii.t.
us the ma-ii criterion, the criterion which we take
f;t;;t";ti"s ih" tr.."tt"s of our democracy, deter;t"h;-1h;"paths of its further development and
improvement.
--

5" tfr" basis of this criterion we can say quite
jrriinuUtv that our society of- developed socialism
a sociely of developed socialist
irut ufto become
-At
the stage oi matur-e -socialism' in the
;;;";;y.
people th.e iythe
ol
;;;Ai;:"; -iroad stutZ oI the whole
and actiue patticipation of the
"riitl"gtip"iptn in administering -the lile of the
iirii"g"
central
;;;";;; has 'firmlv established itiell as the society'
ii""a bt the political deuelopment of Souiet

The most representative organs-of our state power'
tni sZiiitt, arL workins moie effectivelv todav' The

Jeml"ratic'principles of their formation and activiThe prestige' the
ry-h;;; b"".t fu"th"r developed.
po*"rt of the deputies have grown and their ties
tt masses have strengthened'
*ith
-etifr"
" present time we [ave more than 2'2 million

if we take into account those
previously elected to the Soviets, the country has
many miliions of people who have been-through-the
greal school of goveinment, of political leadership"
twice as many questions are coniidered and decided
in the Sovieti today than ten years ago. Most of
these questions are studied in advance bV stan{r-ng
commiisions of which there are at present 330,000'
Beside the 1.8 million deputies, 2.6 million other
citizens, activists, take part in their work'
The working people's demands on those whom
they elect as- theif representatives have become
stri-cter. It is well known that the voters' right to
recall their deputy is an important element in our
democracy. tn the past ten years about 4,000 deputies who, in one way or another, had not justified
the trust of their constituency, were recalled from
Soviets at various levels, including the Supreme
Soviet. So this democratic right is not merely proclaimed, but carried out in practice and serves as a
good means of raising deputies' sense of responsibi-

people's deputies. And

for their activities.
iity
"The

deputies report bach more regularly to their
constituerits. At the suggestion of deputies of the
has been introduced
USSR Supreme
-new Soviet a clause
Constitution specially emphasising the
into the
obligation of the Soviets and the 9l9an-s which they
set irp to keep the population well informed about
their work and the decisions they take. This promotes a more consistent realisation of the principle of
publicity-the key principle of t]re activities of the
Soviets,- of which Lenin said that they wete "an
authority open to all, it carried out all its functions
before t-he eyes of the masses, was accessible to the
masses, sprang directly from the masses, and was a

doculetters from working people ate living' genuine
ments of our democracY.
who were in close touch with the life of

direct and immediate instrument of the popular
;;;;;t, of their will" (Vol. 70, P' 245)'"'ffr"'S"tfeis,
which iorm the tasis of the political
-"t
are the major instrument for
USSR,
tfr"
,utt"-

Those

was a
o"r-"o""t"V in those days know that this
a
energy'
creative
in
upsurge
time of tremendous
between
il; ;1 heated discusiioni, of arguments
subject' Soviet
ii""rf" deeply concerned with the
proposals on spe400.000nearlv
p,rt
iot*ura
;;;;i;
Fundamental
[in" utt "t dments to the draft of thekev
questio.ns
with
do
to
i;. ';;;M;;t of them had
the
socialism'
under
labour
of
ltid-tr*
;f
social basis of the Soviet state' the
a"niriti." the "ot"
in the
il-tf"g 1",""f cotttideration of voters' -mandates prote-ct
to
duties
citizens'
the
Soviets
,
*o"[".f the
rt"irtJ ptop"r1v, the right to practise small' sub-

But socialist
;fl;';;;r&;- or g"""i"" people's powe-r'
constantlv
other'
manv
u
stod^
;;;;;;;;.v also"has pl"ti"ipution
of the workins
i;;; of
;;;t#
and public

of the state

""T"i"ltitf,"-ud*iritt'rution
iffui"r. Some of these forms of people's power w€re
Constitution' But
;;-;;";t";s1y formalised in the
And it is about
life'
in
i'h;-;;";; und d"vetoped
greater
somewhat
in
speak
io
like
tii"fu irt"i t should
detail.
--

discussions have become an establishof tl" practice of our democra-tic life' Not

Niiior*lde

sidiary farming, etc.
The Constitutional Commission had to work hard
submitted
to-uiuirt"--rnJ-.luttify the proposals
endorsefor
rLcommendation
its
p""t"tttlrg
L"f"t"

the nation"d-f;;i;;
;tffii;;"ie plan for the development.of
legislation-on
of
act
major
,rlt u single
"f ".Jr"rnv.
and the famity, on pensions' on questions
;"*iag;
of orotectins nature, fJr example-has been pa-ssed
i; ;";;i;;l"t *itt ort nationwlde discussion of the

draft.
--Cleutty,

the question of the new Coastitution' .of

be' could be
*hJ kila of ionstitution it should
Constiforum'
nationwide
a
such
at
p"t"i
-Theiommission set up by the USSR Supreme
i"tio"rt""tV
;;;i;-;';;;'ed, with the-help of a larse-number
experts, experienced. officials of
the
"i'r"i"iti.it,-i"i"t
the state appaiatus ind pubfic -organisations' dis
then
was
which
Law,
Jr"fi"i tfr"^Fundamental
Uv *ore than 140 million p"ogl", more than
"rrtlJ
ir"r-nfti"t oi ttt" adult population' They spobg at

*""ti"gt-"f

;;;;1

Uv the Su-preme Soviet, which, taking into
u"co""t"ull opinions expressed-in the course of these
discussions, introduced amendments to

*""i

workers, of Party, trade- union and Kom-

trganisations, at sessions of the Soviets' on

u"i television. They wrote to the newspapers
"uaio
u"J- tt,. Constitutional Commission' The 180'000

""if"*ia"
;i;Gf *. izzl

\
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articles and added one new article'
So, when we say that the actual maker of the
Corrriitrtiot is the whole Soviet people, it is not an
a fine-sounding phrase' It is
uxaqqeration,
-;;J not justthat
in our countrv we do not
lt tho*t
;'f;"1.
fr"* "fi"""tio" of the working people from political
to do
;;*";: that the masses' distrust of everything
i"iifr- ifr" state, that eternal feature of exploitative
society, has been completely overcome'
During the discussion of the draft Constitution
Soviet pEople showed in full measure their exacting'
propti"lu"y attitude to all matters concerning socieL7

/

ty. Many sharply critical remarks were

addressed

to various institutions, enterprises, organisations and
their administration. We pay all due attention to
the criticisms voiced by the public and seek to
remove the shortcomings that they reveal. In freedom of criticism our Party sees an effective instrument for the development of democratic society, an
indispensable condition for the normal functioning
of all its institutions.

Participation in nationwide discussions helps
Soviet people to become more clearly aware of the
close connection between their daily af{airs and the
wide horizon of social development. This connection
between the working people's interests and aspirations and the key objectives of communist construction also manifests itself vividly in the socio-political activity of the production teams.
Ouestions concerning the role of the production
team in our society figured prominently in the
discussion on the draft Constitution. This is understandable. After all, it is in this primary unit of our
social organism that the initiatives affecting the life
of the whole country are born and developed.
Suffice it to say that the drawing up of the state
plan begins from the production team. And it is
natural that its fulfilment and overfulfilment also
depend, to a decisive degree, on the efficiency and
initiative of the production teams. Take, for example,
the Moscow No. 1 Car-and-Tractor Electrical Equipment Plant. Its production team, when discussing
the tenth five-year plan, made more than 200 proposals, most of which were put into effect. The result
was that the factory produced additional output
worth 2.7 million roubles.
Many questions going beyond narrow production
1E

in the production teams. These
questions range over the organisation of socialist
competition, distribution of the material incentive
funds, improving of professional skills, deployment
of personnel, and concern for the rest and leisure,
for the everyday life of the working people, the
satisfaction of their spiritual needs. Raising the quality of medical care, further defining the principles
of the use of the growing housing fund, more energetically combating red tape, devoting more attention to the moral upbringing of the young people,
these are only a few of the highly significant social
problems raised by the production teams in connection with the discussion of the draft Constitution,
In accordance with numerous proposals made by
the working people, broad rights in the discussion
and deciding of state and public affairs, in administering enterprises and institutions have been formally assigned to the production team in the new
Fundamental Law; the very article on the role of
the production team has been transferred to the
chapter on the political system of the USSR.
The deepening of socialist democracy has become
one of the driving forces of the country's economic
progress. In its turn, the multiplication of the production resources and national wealth of Soviet
society has become an important factor in strengthening and developing its democratic principles.
ln the conditions of matute socialism the economic basis of sociaList democtacy has expanded, the
rights oI citizens haue acquired a more substantial
material content, and the guarantees ol these ilghts
haue become mote eflectiue. Anyone who compares
the new Fundamental Law of the USSR with the

interests are decided

previous Constitution can be sure that it reflects
qualitative changes in the extent of the rights and
freedo/ns of the Soviet person.
The new Fundamental Law, it goes without saying, fully confirms the freedoms written down in
the previous Constitution-freedom of speech, the
press, assembly, meetings, processions and demonitrations. At the same time other political rights that
have long since become common practice in public
life have been formalised in the Constitution. Of
fundamental importance is the new article proclaiming that the citizen of the USSR has the right to
participate in government, in administering public
affairs. Cornpared with the previous Constitution,
the new Fundamental Law grants Soviet people more
rights in the protection of their personal interests.
Tlie safeguardi of citizens' political rights have also
been strengthened. For example, it is obvious that
the right to criticise becomes more meaningful
when, as has been done in the Soviet Union, it is
backed up by a constitutional clause forbidding any
persecution for criticism and the stipulation that
anyone guilty of violating this clause shall be punishable by law.

Now about the socio-economic rights concerning
the very foundations of people's life. I will cite only
a few examples by which the advances in this sphere
may be assessed. The right to work has for decades
been regarded as a matter of course in our country
Today it incorporates the right to choose a profession, the kind of occupation and activity corresponding to one's vocation, professional qualifications, and
so on. We can now give our citizens this guarantee
because we have created an economy which makes
not only a steadily growing, br*t also a more varied

demand for labout power, for specialists. We cart
utro gru"untee this ,ight b".urse we llave evolved
u tigitv developed sistem of general -and special
educ"ution, of piofessional training and improving
skills.
The new Constitution endorses the vitally important right to housing. This was not-m-entioned in
ifr" pr&io"s Constitrition- Today a reliable material
base has been created for this right' Seven times
more housing is built annually than in 1936' The
right to matJrial security in-old age was also writtei down in the previous Constitution. But today,
in comparison witi 1936, there are dozens of times
*o"" ptople in advanced age who enjoy this right'
And tle iuur^g" state pension has increased almost
three-fold.
The fact that socialist democracy proclaims not
onfv--pofiti.al but also socio-economii rights, fhat
it not only proclaims them but guarantees them, conriit.rtut o"" of the fundamental features distinguishi;; ii from bourgeois democyacy, I1t a society of
n it,rr. socialism *ith its highly developed economic
pot*tiut this distinguishin-g- feature of socialist
i"-o"tu"y stands out in bold relief'
Providing wide scope for the political, economic
and spiritu-al activity of citizens, their representati,ita organisations, our democracy guides -this
""i
u.iiuitv towlrds goals that the whole people, all of
societli are intereited in attaining' At-the same time
it muit ensure expression of the multiform specific
inte"ests of various groups, dovetailing and coordinating them with the interests of society as a whole'
i Aii part in this work is played by public otganisations.

Thus

it is one of the indispensable

concerns oI

the trade unions to protect the interests of labour.
They act resolutely and unhesitatingly when any
manager of aq enterprise forgets the standards laid
down in labour legislation oi the social needs of
the working people. Last year, nearly 1O,OO0 such
administrators were removed from their posts at the
demand of trade union committees. But we do not
have the conflict between labour and capital, between
workers and employers, that is intrinsic in bourgeois society. In such conditions the trade unions
give
_best expression to the interests of the working
people by organising their participation in the management of production, in administering all public
affairs. A result of this, for example, is the activity
of the standing production committees. There arl
130,000 of these in the USSR today and 64 per cent
of their members are workers. Ever5, year i.5 million proposals for increasing production efficiency
are submitte4 by these committees. Obviously this
brings considerable benefit to the national economy.
But at the same time the material possibilities for
better satisfaction of the social and Lveryday needs
of the working people themselves are expanded.
Or, let us take the Komsomol-our youth organisation. Young people have an urge for the romantic.
And when the Komsomol, for example, attracts hundreds of thousands of young men and women to the
construction of the Baikal-Amur railway, it combines the young people's specific interests with a great
nationwide interest-the building of a new traniport
artery in Siberia.
In short, socialist democracy ensures a sensitive
response to the growing diversity of social interests
and opens up a broad field for the initiative and
socio-political activity of the masses.

The deuelopment

ol socialist statehood and

social'

is a process in which the key rol.e
belongs to the Communist Party. The CPSU has
ist, democracy

to the role of leading and guiding
force of our society by the victory of the October
Revolution, by the whole 60-year history of the Land
of Soviets. This role of the Party is clearly reflected
in the Fundamental Law of the Soviet state.
In guiding the activities of the Soviets, the CPSU
does not take their place; it strictly delimiis the
functions of Party and state organs and pursues its
line primarily through the Communists working in
them. The essence of this Leninist principle is clearly
expressed in the Fundamental Law, which stresses
that all Party organisations function within the frame'
work of the Constitution of the USSR. Like all
the Soviet people, Soviet Communists are fully aware
that no privileges accrue to the Party from the constitutional formalisation of the leading role of the
CPSU in our state and our society. On the contrary,
this places additional responsibility on the Party
because its guiding role is carried out not by the
force of authority but thanks to its high political
prestige and ideological influence among the masses.
The efforts that the Party constantly makes to
strengthen socialist legality and law and order help
to extend the democracy inherent in the nature oT
been promoted

our social

system.

As we know, one of the standard methods of present-day anti-communist propaganda trying to
discredit the Soviet system is to cite the illegal
repressions, the violations of the principles of democracy and socialist legality that occurred during
the years of the personality cult. Of course, they
prefer to ignore the fact that it was the CPSU that

openly and uncornpromisingly con'l,emned such
piactiies committed in contravention of the princip-

ies of the Constitution, carried out extensive work to
establish Leninist standards of Party and state life,
and created firm safeguards against the abuse of

power
and violations of citizens' right-s.
- The Communists
have always regarded the realisation of democratic rights and freedoms as an effective weapon of the working people i.rr lhe struggle
for socialism and communism' Knowledge of one's
rights, the ability to apply them in the interests of
Uriitaing the new society is a most important feature
active, life-asserting position,
of the Soviet person's
-of
political culture, the formation and
his high level
development of which have always been and remain
at the focus of our Party's attention. It goes without
saying that the citizen's understanding of his responsi6ititv to society, his high patriotic duty-to work
honeslly and conscientiously for the benefit of the
people,- to be always ready to defend the revoluiiori"y gains of the motherland of October, forms
an indispensable element of political culture. Th-e
idea that performance of civic duties is just as much
a necessary element of democracy as the exercise
of rights and freedoms was expressed by very many
partiiipants in the discussions of the draft Constitulion. And this idea is clearly expressed in the appropriate
articles of our Fundamental Law.
- We stand
firm by the position that the democracy
is incompatible with any barracks-type
socialism
of
bureaucratic order or any anarchistic libertarianism
in relation to socialist principles, standards and
laws. As we know, the banner of the First International, founded by Marx and Engels, bore the words,
"No rights without duties, no duties without rights."

Today this slogan of the Working Men's International Association has become one of the important
principles of the life and work of Soviet working
people.

The rise and development of socialist democracy
is a complex process. We are well aware that in this
sphere we also have unsolved problems and difficulties. There is much work to be done in bringing
all the standards of our legislation into accord with
the new Constitution. We believe that considerable
reserves lie in improving the work of all departments of the state apparatus, which should take a
more responsive attitude to creative initiative, to the
needs and anxieties of the working people. We also
expect more exactingness, more effectiveness from
the agencies of people's control, whose importance
and authority have beeri raised by the Constitution
that has come into force.
We are doing everything necessary to perfect
Soviet democracy, to develop our statehood in the
direction of communist social self-government. The
adoption of the new Constitution of the USSR is
another big step along the road to this great goal
of the Communists of all countries.

III
The establishing and development of the world's
first socialist state has always aroused great interest
beyond the borders of our country, leaving neither
the supporters of socialism nor its class adversaries
indifferent. It is quite natural therefore that the
major advances in the development of the political

in the new Consprocess of its
the
actual
and
USSR,
the
tiiution of
discussion and adoption, have attracted the attention
of the whole planet. A number of trends indicating
the international significance of this major event in
the life of the Soviel people may be singled out'
Aboue all, our coun7y's neu Constitution contributes to the theory and-international practice oI the
ciisttuction oI socialism, enriching them with the
gained in otganising the first euer social'
"*iiri.u"r"
the whole PeoPleof
ist state
Revealing the fundamental importance of internationalising revolutionary experience and creatively
usir"itutil"g everything valuible produced bv t!-"
rir"ggt" of"the wortirg people throughout the world'
L;;il" noted that "a.6 utt"*pt, taken bv itself, to
build a new society might be one-sided and suffer
from certain inconsistericies, that "complete socialism" is created "by the revolutionary cooperatio:t
oJit"-ptot"tarians if. all countries" (Vol' 27, p' 3a6)'
It is- known that in working out their own constituiions the fraternal countiies which embarked
tt" road of socialism later than us, took into
"po"
cSnsideration the achievements of Soviet legislation'
*fri"tt was then the only source of practical experience of socialist state construction' Today, in many
of these countries the task of building a developed
and s-uccessfully acr".i"fttt society
-ii,a,is being posed
-leaders
and the press. of
tlie
ut
;;;;fith;J.
ih"se ttutet have noticed, the new Soviet Constitution is a useful document for defining the perspectheir own develoPment'
tives
""I" of
of the
e;;;g up the new Fundamental Law
consthe
on
not
only.
relied
turn,
USSR we, in our
tltutional-experience of Soviet history but also paid

system of Soviet society formalised

great attention to the practice of other socialist coun-

tries. This helped us, in particular, to enrich the
content of certain articles of the Constitution concerning citizens' rights and duties and to improve
its general structure.
Taken as a whole it is nothing else but an accumulation of collective experience of socialist state
construction. And the richer this experience the
more clearly the general patterns of formation and
development of socialism's political system emerge,
the more fully their international importance is ievealed. The essence of the matter, of course, is not
that certain stereotypes take shape which have only
to be copied. The essential point is that scientifically
grounded and practically tested guidelines are evolved that in the specific conditions of various countries
help them to find the correct solutions to the complex problems of asserting and developing socialist
statehood and socialist democracy.
Life has proved that such guidelines can be of
use not only directly in the building of socialism,
but also on the roads towards it. This is shown, for
example, by the character of many of the comments
on the new Soviet Constitution in the countries of
Asia, Africa and Latin America. Prominent figures
and the press of these countries note that the experience of socialist construction reflected in our Constitution contains a great deal that is of value to
peoples who, after liberating themselves from colonial dependence, are confronted with the choice of a
path of further development, with the problems of
strengthening their national statehood.
The international importance of the new Constitution of the USSR is determined also by its indispu-

table in{luence on the coutse of the contemporaty
bettoeen the two tuorld systems'
contest
By the very fact of its existence, its example, sociali"sm has ilways exerted a positive influence on
th"l"i"t"ut life oi the capitalist countries and helped
The
i" rfr" just struggle of ihe progressive forces'expe60-year
the
all
incorporating
new Constitution,
rience of our country'i development along the-path
multiplies the magnetic force of the
LI october,
-example.
it patently Gveals the practical
ro"iutiti
to*urds- effectivi and-truly democratic solu"ritr
[ionr the problems of social development in the
"f of the working PeoPle.
interests
The truth about soiiilism, about its democracy'
embodied in the Constitution, gives the Communists
;f ah; world an effective ideological weapon in the
stt"ggt" with our common class enemy-imperialism'
ih#;t pointed out by the representatives of many
Communist and Workers' Parties.
It stands to reason that the Constitution of a
a""Lf"p"J socialist society has .proved .unpalatable
io tfroi" who are fighting
*no, against socialism' who
i"sources to prevent the
tp"""-""itter effort
11 tlre report 1t th9
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Supreme
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Consdraft
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our bourieois opponents
iii"ti"". Since iti-adoption the picture has not changed in this respect. So I am not going to repeat
here. Readers can study our position on this
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report, which examines
qriestion
-"ts"tfrom the text of the propaganda
and shows
of bourgeois
ifr"
"nts
character'
hypocritical
c-ontrived and
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that there are still a good.many people
in the world who take at tace value the inventions

denigrates the Soviet state and
socialist democracy. I am confident that their numbers will be reduced as the world learns more about
the new Constitution of the USSR and the life of
our people. In this connection I should like to
express my gratitude to the Communist and Workers' parties of the non-socialist part of the world
who, often in the difficult circumstances of rampant
anti-Soviet campaigns, do so much to give a true
picture of life in the Land of Soviets, to provide
in objective analysis of the problems of developed
socialist society. The more people learn about the
achievements of socialism and the more clearly they
visualise the scale and complexity of the problems
that it had to solve and has solved, the more convinced supporters there will be of the new social
system and tt e firmer will be the political and
ideological positions of world socialism, of all the

of propaganda that

Marxiit-Leninist parties-the leading force in the
fight against imperialism, and for peace, democracy
and social progress.
Yet qnother aspect ol the international impottance
oI the new Souiet Constitution is that in both spirit
and letter it serues the cause ol peace, the security
of the peoples, the strengthening of the anti-imperialist solidarity oI all progressiue lorces.
A11 the aims and thoughts of our people revolve
around peaceful, creative endeavour. In the USSB

and other socialist countries, as distinct from the
imperialist states, there are no classes or social
groups that have any interest in the arms race, in
mititiry preparations. By including in the new Constitution i special chapter formalising the peaceful
character of the foreign policy of the Soviet Union,
our people have once again stressed their determi-

nation to follow the Leninist course of peace, the
course of ridding humanity of the horrors of war,
of the material hardships and mortal dangers implicit in the arms race. This chapter contains clauses
corresponding to the fundamental obligations that
the Soviet Union has undertaken as a participant in
vital international agreements, including the Final
Act of the Helsinki Conference. Indisputably this
imparts additional weight to the efforts that are
being made in the world for a further normalisation
of the international situation, for the development
of detente.
The Soviet Union is a component of the world
system of socialism. A profound and consistent international solidarity unites our Party, the whole
people with the progressive, liberation forces of the
world, with the international Communist movement.
It is natural therefore that the Constitution should
clearly reflect the class character of the Soviet state's
foreign policy, its social ideals and political sympathies, its traditional support of the peoples' struggle for national liberation and social progress. It also
reflects the positions that have been worked out by
the CPSU on a collective basis together with the
other Communist parties and have been recorded
in their joint documents, for example, at the Berlin
Conference of Communist and Workers' Parties of

*{.J.

In making the new Constitution we worked on
the assumption that it would become an important
means for the further development and deepening
of socialist democracy, a powerful instrument for
building communism.
The discussion and adoption of the new Fundamental Law of the USSR have evoked a powerful
upswing in the labour and socio-political activity of
our people directed towards accomplishing the great
tasks posed by the 25th Congress of the CPSU,
towards the building of communist society. In
fulfilling these tasks the Soviet people, rallied closely
around their Leninist Communist Party, see not only
their great patriotic duty, but also their internationalist duty to the world's working class, to all
humankind.
World Maruist Reuiew, No. 12,
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In short, our Constitution elevates to the rank of
a state law of the USSR that which constitutes the
very essence of the foreign policy of the socialist
state-its concern for peace, for the creation of international conditions consonant with the struggle
for national freedom and social progress, for socialism and communism.
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